PRESS RELEASE

Winterthur, Switzerland - May 29, 2019 - The founders of LuckaBox Logistics AG,
Aike Festini and Maite Mihm, are founding the spin-off sweeep tech - the first
company in Europe to specialize in technology and logistics services for micro
mobility providers.
The business idea for sweeep tech was born from the experience that LuckaBox has
gained in the field of micro mobility in Zurich from the very beginning. Up to now,
sweeep has been on the road in several large European cities, but Switzerland is also
becoming more and more attractive with the continuous opening for suppliers of electric
scooters (e-scooters) in cities. sweeep plays a leading role as a technology and logistics
service provider. The launch in Germany is also imminent - only two weeks ago the
decision for the approval of e-scooters was made in the Federal Council; preparations
are therefore in full swing.
sweeep is well prepared for the boom with its technology produced entirely in
Switzerland. A professional overview of all current operations, access to necessary
logistics services and experience are the unique selling points. Fleet availability, repairs
and spare parts management can be monitored and coordinated in real time, and
personalised statistics can be consulted.
In addition to the operational overview, sweeep specializes in the placement, collection,
maintenance, battery charging, storage and redistribution of e-scooters. Sweeepers own employees with logistics know-how - take care of the smooth operation of these
processes. They ensure that the system providers can concentrate on what they came
for: emission-free and contemporary mobility in urban areas - all over Europe. This way
sweeep remains true to the credo of LuckaBox: fair working conditions for all parties
involved.
An important launch is imminent for sweeep on 1 June in Winterthur: together with the
largest European system provider VOI, 100 e-scooters will be placed in the city. In close
cooperation, the two companies will ensure a smooth start and operation of the fleet
and lay the foundation stone for VOI's presence in Switzerland.
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For questions or further information please contact Nadia Baumgartner, sweeep tech,
by e-mail: info@sweeep.tech

About sweeep tech:
sweeep tech (in foundation) is based in Winterthur, Switzerland. As the first company in
Europe to specialize in technology and logistics services for micro mobility providers,
sweeep started a few weeks ago with a growing team of six employees and is already
active in Austria, Switzerland and Germany.
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